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That beautiful moment, when you feel the water around you  
it is like being in a time machine traveling back to beautiful 
memories. Just close your eyes, the water, the people you are with, 
the smell, the mood, all of that can take you back to a moment  
in time like nothing else can. 

welcomewhere to f ind us

Our dealer network covers the whole of Europe 
and is one which we have created through careful 
selection and training. The majority have been with 
us since our first production in Europe. We are proud 
to have created a team which is able to deliver and 
install safe and quality pools all year round.

30 territorial representatives
36 european countries
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Russia
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content

what’s inside

1981 – 2019  
78.000 POOLS SOLD WORLDWIDE

Founders of Compass Europe: Zoltan Berghauer and Miro Ruziak 

about us

Our motivation

Right at that moment this feeling became our mission and we bravely started 
to import pools from Australia to Europe. We decided that our customers will 
feel the same while using our pools, the same as we felt in Australia when 
we discovered Compass. Our mission developed gradually and in 2005 we 
opened the only exclusive factory for European market in Slovakia. We are 
consistently working to improve our production, but are proud to say that our 
product has satisfied the European customer standards for 14 years.

Together with our team of people 
in Slovakia and our dealers in 
each European Union country 
we try to move the borders of 
traditional pool sale up to highly 
emotional experience. Even if 
buying a pool is a big decision, 
it brings fun and joy, improves 
lifestyle of your family and 
last but not least, it gives your 
house or garden a brand new 
dimension.   

Thank you for your trust and 
confidence in our product.

When we first experienced a Compass pool in Australia, it was like a bolt 
from the blue for both of us. 
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our story

2016 Compass Europe opened a newly rebuilt factory.
We are gearing up as one of the leading pool  
manufacturer in Europe.2017

20
09

17.7. 2005 / Slovakia 
Compass Europe factory  
was established.

Development of cyber 
colors and new pool 
shape with romain 
stairs and flat bottom.

Compass rollo cover was 
found and added to the 
accessories portfolio.

Dubai conference and 
becoming the EU pool 
producer leading company.
We also developed a new 
color range NOVA.

Unique Compass Grancanaria 
conference with the best pool 
selling companies within EU. 
What a great time we had 
together.

Compass carbon 
revolution, by adding 
this material to our 
pools we gave them 
stability and durability.

Fire in Compass Factory.
Nothing is as sad as seeing the 
factory you have been improving 
for 10 years being totally 
destroyed by a fire.

We developed new pools 
and started a new line  
of AQUA NOVA and  
XL-LOUNGER.

Excellence in design for the first 
time in the pools category.
After introducing the Yachtpool to 
the market, it immediately won the 
Red Dot and iF Design Awards.

The new Compass Europe 
Factory opening ceremony.
In 1 year we rebuilt, furnished  
and opened new production.  
We became the most modern 
and ECO friendly pool producer 
in the EU.

Danube conference, 170 people 
were sailing together on one 
ship for 4 days.
In adition, we innovated 
the pool surface, added an 
integrated skimmer and a 
new pool into our portfolio. 
Compass Pools France was 
officially launched.
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XL-Fast Lane Anthracite overflowed  
“L shape” with rollo cover Beachline.

Installation: Kabin Paul - Compass Pools Israel

place in the Competition
for the best Compass  

Installation
2018

1st
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technology & innovat ionstechnology & innovat ions

When Compass Pools introduced ceramic 
technology to the swimming pool industry in 
the mid 90’s, it quickly became an accepted 
technology around the world. For decades 
now, we’ve been recognised as world leaders 
and innovators in this market. Our patented 
technology dramatically improves the pool’s 

structural integrity and is the reason why 
Compass Pools can offer all customers the
confidence in a solution that will suit their 
specific needs.

The extensively exerted areas of the pool  
are structurally strengthened by the 
additional use of carbon in the patented 
Ceramic System. 
Carbon has the highest compressive  
strength of all reinforcement materials. 
2018 was the year of innovative changes 

for us. We focused mainly on the finished 
surfaces of the pools and tested these both 
in production and on finished pools. From 
2019, the guarantee for each Compass pool 
has risen to 40 years for leak tightness, but 
customers can get an additional 15-year 
guarantee for the CosmoLine pool surface.

A super-tough pool you  
know you can rely on

The newest technology
of pool surface

ceramic layer

glass fiber layer

glass fiber combination

additional reinforcement

vinylester primer

fiber-glass reinforced  
vinylester layer

exterior top coat

Ceramic technology = ceramic layer along  
the whole pool shell.

The extensively exerted areas are strengthened.

Anti-slip surface on all steps 
and on the bottom. 

Timeless design of the highest quality.  
Our pools are hand-made and well treated 
until they leave our factory.

surface

NEW
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our promise

The secret to the success and durability of a Compass Pool
is in its patented ceramic design. 

Since 2005 we have been producing Compass Pools in our EU factory with 
the average yearly production of 1.200 pools. Our team has bought many 
innovations to the production process as well as to the product itself, like 
adding the Carbon reinforcement to the material structure of our pool.  
 
Thanks to this our factory is named “HOME OF THE CARBON CERAMIC POOL” 
and our pools are more stable and durable.

“Our promise is to produce and deliver a pool so tough and reliable that we  
can offer our customers piece of mind and a 40 year structural guarantee.”

Tibor Meszaros, Director Compass Europe s.r.o.

With our new factory (from 2016) we brought  
innovations to our production:

• most advanced spraying guns 

• patented Air Exchange Technology 

• significant reduction of waste emissions 

Compass Factory
HOME OF THE CARBON  
CERAMIC POOL

compass factory
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compass factory compass factory

“We are proud to say that our newly 
opened factory, from June 2016, was 
designed to allow us to work in an eco-
friendly manner and to give us more 
flexibility by fulfilling expectations of 
our customers. Our material suppliers are 
the best on the market and are carefully 
chosen from around the world. The 
majority of them have worked with us 
since we opened our factory in 2005.  
All of us are working together to deliver 
you a healthy, safe and high quality pool.  
This is our story.”

Zoltan Berghauer, CEO

Each detail is carefully adjusted before  
the mould is placed in the spray box.
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EASY 
INSTALALTION

CARBON 
CERAMIC 

TECHNOLOGY

VANTAGE 
SELF-CLEANING

POOL

SALT WATER 
FRIENDLY

WARRANTY

STRUCTURAL
40-YEARS
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NOVA® COLOURS
New types of colour chips and modernized primary colour 
mixtures are used! Aesthetically, its translucent holographic 
effect gives a distinguishing brilliance.

BI-LUMINITE® & CYBER COLOURS
These colours change the look of composite pools thanks 
to small glittering particles just below the top-coat and the 
application of two paint layers instead of one.

Features:

• 2 layers of special paint that are applied separately

• colour effect of the most beautiful sea lagoon you can only imagine

• coloured layers are applied manually as on the most expensive    
 cars that’s why every pool is an original

compass colours

Your pool with a stunningly 
good look

Life is not black and white. Compass invented colours 
according to your great holiday memories.  
Design your own sea in your garden. YO
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compass colours

colour your swim

CHOOSE THE COLOUR 
OF YOUR FAVOURITE 
HOLIDAY DESTINATION
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NOVA ® COLOURS BI-LUMINITE® & CYBER COLOURS

Bi-Luminite®

Smokey Quartz

MAURITIUS

Nova®

Blue

MADAGASCAR

Nova®

Stone

REUNION ISLAND

Nova®

Pearl

ZANZIBAR

Nova®

Navy

MALEDIVES

Nova®

Anthracite

SEYCHELLES

Nova®

Gray

CROATIA

Bi-Luminite®

Golden Pebble

TAHITI

Cyber
White

THAILAND

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Saphire

HAWAII

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Granite

BORA BORA

Papyrus
White

GREECE
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Explore your home and choose its most distinctive visual 
element. It can be the colour of the facade or its interesting 
detail, which can be visually connected to your new pool.

The main idea of our concept is to give architects and our customers  
a creative potential and possibility to not just have a perfect pool,  
but to match the exterior of their house with Compass pool.  
And to create something unique and completely original.  

Despite the wide range of our creative solutions we have a team of 
designers for you, who are ready to help you to give a real look to your 
ideas. Just prepare a brief for us, discuss it with our dealer and send  
them with any questions to: becreative@compasspools.eu.

Together we will have a look at how your ideas can work and you can 
enjoy your unusual surroundings, created by you, tailored to your needs.

double-coloured pool
designed by you

TIMELESSNESS  
AND ORIGINALITY

extraordinary match

create your unique look
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XL-Briliant Cyber White
Installation: Compass Pools Belgium
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compass select ion

We build houses and start families. We sail yachts.  
We are active and do all kinds of sports.

We’ve achieved one goal and the next one is already waiting for us.  
Can we just stop for a while?

No, we can’t. Neither do we want to. We always want to achieve 
the best. For us something is good enough only when we’ve made 
it even better. Why? Because we are showing passion. We enjoy 
creating the moments full of excitement from everyday life.

The new Compass Selection concept. Symbol of your lifestyle.

compass
selection

A MOMENT WHERE LIFE  
AND LOVE HAVE NO BOARDERS

compass select ion

enjoy spending the moments

yacht pool
Massage bathtub
for two people

Installation: Compass Pools Israel
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large pools compass select ion

Stainless steel handrails

Genuine yacht flexi-teak floor Space for the Rollo Cover  
or massage nozzles

Integrated SPA for 2 persons (with 33 massage nozzles)

Position lights ( L and R )

YACHT POOL FB*

Length 11,54 m
Width 4,04 m  
Depth 1,50 m
Volume 42 m3

Weight 1200 kg
Rollo Cover

XL-FAST LANE 122 FB*

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo coverRelaxzone 

and Massage 
nozzles optional

Length 12,15 m 
Width 2,89 m 
Depth  1,50 m
Volume  43 m3

Weight 1500 kg
Rollo Cover

XXL-TRAINER 133 FB*

Relaxzone  
and Massage 
nozzles optional

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Length 13,28 m 
Width 4,49 m 
Depth   1,50 m
Volume  75 m3 
Weight 2400 kg
Rollo Cover

FB* - Flat Bottom

You can make it happen

For your lifestyle.
Luxurious, sporty, spacious.
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The only pool that has won the most
prestigious design awards worldwide.

www.compasspools.eu

Yachtpool Papyrus White
Installation: Compass Pools Israel
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SMALL
small garden pools

Less then 7.5m

These pools are designed for houses with a small area or a garden behind 
or next to it. You can chose from a variety of models, which are effective in 
their concept and can adapt to every small garden. Fulfill your dreams about 
having a pool now, even if you own a smaller area. 
This range of pools can make it happen.

smal l  garden pools smal l  garden pools
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you can make it happen
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FUN 74 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Security step and handrail 
along the pool for your safety

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

BABY-POOL FB*

Integrated rail for  
the safe guidance  
of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

XL-TRAINER 72 FB*

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

Steps with anti-slip surface

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Space for Rollo cover 
or massage nozzles

CLASSIC FB*

Security step and handrail along 
the pool for your safety

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

CLASSIC FB* 6,1 m 3,16 m 1,50 m   21 m3  700 kg 

BABY-POOL FB* 6,52 m 2,40 m 0,88 m 12 m3  600 kg 

XL-TRAINER 72 FB* 7,19 m 3,30 m 1,50 m   30 m3  920 kg 

FUN 74 FB*  7,48 m 3,68 m 1,50 m   35 m3 1050 kg X

Aqua in Nova Stone

smal l  garden pools

BRILIANT 66 / 74 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

X-TRAINER 45 SB**

Deeper side

Relaxzone
Steps with 
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional

RIVERINA 67 SB**

Deeper side

Relaxzone

Steps with anti-slip 
surface

Integrated handrail and a safety step along the pool

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

AQUA NOVA 53 FB*

Steps with anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage  
nozzles optional Integrated rail for the safe  

guidance of Rollo cover

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

FB* - Flat BottomType  Length Width  Depth  Volume   Weight Rollo Cover

X-TRAINER 45 SB** 4,45 m  2,94 m  1,21 - 1,49 m  15 m3  600 kg X
AQUA NOVA 53 FB* 5,30 m 3,20 m 1,50 m  20 m3  700 kg

TREND 73 7,30 m 3,30 m 1,50 m 31 m3 1100 kg 
BRILIANT 66 FB* 6,62 m  3,62 m  1,40 m 27 m3  850 kg X
RIVERINA 67 SB** 6,72 m  3,44 m 1,11 - 1,57 m  24 m3  800 kg X
BRILIANT 74 FB* 7,63 m 3,64 m 1,40 m 32 m3   920 kg X

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

TREND 73

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

Integrated high-level skimmer  
for the maximum height 

of water level.

Integrated technical shaft
(optional) with cover

in the pool color. 

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo Cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface.

Optional space 
 for the Rollo Cover

NEW
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Unique, Luxury, Careless
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XL-Trainer 110 Nova Grey
Installation: Compass 
Pools Netherlands

medium pools

BESTSELLER
medium pools

7.5 – 8.8 m 

Our bestselling pools are ready to shine like a diamond in every 
garden or inside the house. Just add some water features and  
your real fun with your family can start.

medium pools

create special moments for your family
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XL-BRILIANT 88 FB* 

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

X-TRAINER 82 SB**

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional Deeper side

Relaxzone

medium poolsmedium pools

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone  
and Massage  
nozzles optional

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Integrated rail for 
the safe guidance 
of Rollo cover

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom
FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

FUN 83 FB*

FUN 80 FB*

AQUA NOVA 77 FB*

FUN 83 v Nova Gray

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

AQUA NOVA 77 FB* 7,75 m 3,55 m 1,50 m 40 m³ 1200 kg 

FUN 80 FB* 8,00 m 3,70 m 1,50 m 40 m³ 1100 kg

FUN 83 FB* 8,30 m 3,80 m 1,50  m 42 m3  1200 kg

Type Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

X-TRAINER 82 SB**  8,25 m  3,68 m  1,09 - 1,76 m 36 m3  960 kg  X

XL-BRILIANT 88 FB*  8,70 m  3,75 m 1,50 m 45 m3  1100 kg

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Optional space for 
the Rollo Cover
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XL-TRAINER 110 ANTHRACITE
INSTALLATION: COMPASS POOLS UK

large pools

PREMIUM
8.8 – 11 m

It doesn’t matter if you are a professional swimmer or not, 
these pools offer a real swimming pleasure thanks to their 
length and also two swimming tracks in most cases.

large pools

enjoy a real swimming pleasure

large pools
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large pools

Java 101 Smokey Quartz
Installation: Compass Pools Germany

XL-JAVA 114 SB**

RIVERINA 106 SB**

Integrated handrail and a safety  
step along the pool

Deeper side

Relaxzone

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

FUN 100 FB*

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Relaxzone and 
Massage nozzles 
optional

Optional space for Rollo Cover

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

JAVA 101 FB*

Massage nozzles - optional

Relaxzone

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Deeper side

Space for Rollo cover  
or massage nozzles

XL-Trainer 110 FB Nova Anthracite
Installation: Compass Pools UK

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping BottomFB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight  Rollo Cover

FUN 100  FB*  10,00 m 4,00 m 1,50 m  52 m3  1300 kg

JAVA 101 FB*  10,03 m 3,80 m 1,50 m 49 m3  1200 kg X
RIVERINA 106 SB** 10,62 m  3,78 m 1,04 - 1,88 m  45 m3  1400 kg X 

XL-JAVA 114 SB**  11,40 m 3,96 m 1,10 - 1,68 m 52 m3  1350 kg

Type Length Width  Depth   Volume  Weight Rollo Cover

XL-LOUNGER 95 FB* 9,52 m 4,06 m  1,50 m 50 m3  1200 kg

XL-TRAINER 110 SB** 11,02 m 4,02 m  1,07 - 1,78 m 52 m3  1350 kg

XL-TRAINER 110  FB*   11,02  m 4,02 m 1,50 m 50 m3  1350 kg

XL-LOUNGER 95 FB* 

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

Optional space  
for Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage 
nozzles optional

Steps with  
anti-slip surface

XL-TRAINER 110 SB** / 110 FB*

Integrated rail for the safe  
guidance of Rollo cover

Deeper side

Optional space 
for Rollo Cover

Relaxzone and Massage noz-
zles optional
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Your own sea, 
your own private beach...

FUN 80 Nova Stone
Installation: Compass Pools Austria
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FUN 80 Nova Navy
Installation: Compass 
Pools Germany

self-cleaning pool
VANTAGE

Just imagine a pool which cleans itself, saves money and uses less chemicals

VANTAGE system is number one in the world among circulation and cleaning 
systems and it is much more efficient than any pool vacuum cleaner. It provides 
efficient and high-performance cleaning from the surface to the bottom of the pool.

Its patented telescopic nozzle „Pop-up“ is able to cover a four times 
larger area than small devices and therefore it copes even with larger 
pieces of debris. The system is completely automated and silent. It 
works even when you are enjoying your pool.

No time to look after your pool? We bring simple and effective solution.

Benefits of Vantage system:

• you get the top self-cleaning pool

• water circulation eliminates growth of algae and bacteria

• reduces the usage of chemicals

No need for regular hand vacuuming or any other cleaning equipment.
You only will enjoy the pool and spend time with your family.

Water circulation “Pop- up” nozzles work

vantage system vantage system

Find out more at: 
www.compasspools.eu 

NO TIME TO LOOK AFTER YOUR POOL? 
OUR SELF-CLEANING POOL IS THE 
BEST SOLUTION FOR YOU.
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Polycarbonate solar
Anti Algae

Polycarbonate solar

Polycarbonate transparent

PVC white

PVC sand

PVC grey

PVC blue

Polycarbonate ALU look

Polycarbonate ALU look 
Anti Algae

PVC transparent

PVC solarHere are your benefits:

• guarantees maximum energy efficiency and full safety

• ensure optimal warming of swimming pool water by 4 to 8 °C 

• evaporation and heat loss are limited

The Compass Pools Rollo Cover is a high quality product designed  
to perfectly fit our pools and made of only high-end raw material  
and sub-assemblies. 

Our automatic swimming pool covers are thermally efficient and 
restrict energy losses to a minimum. In addition, your swimming 
pool stays cleaner and chlorine degradation by UV is reduced which 
decreases maintenance costs. Cover can bear the weight of a small 
pet, child or even an adult. 

For maximum compass safety, an integrated 
perimeter guiding ledge prevents submersion  
of the slats when weighed down.

rollo cover

rol lo  cover

Annual pool heating costs 8x4m

Water temperature

Aqua Top

No cover

25°C 26°C 27°C 28°C 29°C 30°C
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ro l lo  cover

Find out more at: 
www.compasspools.eu 
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model  overviewmodel  overview

XL-Trainer 110 SB** XL-Trainer 110 FB*

11,02 x 4,02 x 1,07 - 1,78

X-Trainer 45 SB** X-Trainer 82 SB**

4,45 x 2,94 x 
1,21 - 1,49 8,25 x 3,68  x 1,09 - 1,76

XXL-Trainer 133 FB*

13,28 x 4,49 x 1,5

Riverina 67 SB** Riverina 106 SB**

6,72 x 3,44 x 1,11 - 1,57

XL-Fast Lane 122 FB*

12,15 x 2,89 x 1,50

Yacht Pool FB*

11,54 x 4,04 x 1,50

Aqua Nova 77 FB*

11,02 x 4,02 x 1,50

8,30 x 3,80 x 1,50

Fun 80 FB* Fun 83 FB* Fun 100 FB*

8,00 x 3,70 x 1,50 10,00 x 4,00 x 1,50

Briliant 74 FB*Briliant 66 FB*

6,62 x 3,62 x 1,40

XL-Briliant 88 FB*

8,70 x 3,75 x 1,507,63 x 3,64 x 1,40

Baby Pool FB*

6,52 x 2,40 x 0,88 10,62 x 3,78 x 1,04 - 1,88

Java 101 FB*

10,03 x 3,80 x 1,50

XL-Java 114 SB**

11,40 x 3,96 x 1,10 - 1,68

Fun 74 FB*

7,48 x 3,68 x 1,50

XL-Trainer 72 FB*

 7,19 x 3,30 x 1,50

Aqua Nova 53 FB*

5,30 x 3,20 x 1,50 

XL-Lounger 95 FB*

9,52 x 4,06 x 1,50

Classic FB*

7,75 x 3,55 x 1,50

6,16 x 3,16 x 1,50

FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom FB* - Flat Bottom SB** - Sloping Bottom

Trend 73 FB*

NEW7,30 x 3,30 x 1,50
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BRATISLAVA, SLOVENSKO SHOWROOM

showrooms

You can’t decide and need a real experience  
with our pools and with all accessories?  
You can find them all at www.compasspools.eu

…and don’t forget your swimsuit!

55

HIGH-LEVEL-SKIMMER – OPTIONAL
Laminated skimmer for maximum  
height of the water level in a pool.  
Our newest innovation.

TURBINE CURRENT
Turbines generate a wide, regular and 
powerful current. How strong it should be, 
you regulate yourself. Train and take on new 
energy while the current drifts you - this  
is the wellness for the soul.

COPING STONES
Beauty lies in detail. That is why we have 
chosen coping stones to our pools from a 
Greek factory . Quality material, exceptional 
design and a safe surface that you will not 
slip even when wet. In our offer you can find 
stones that correspond to most climates: 
Kavala, Sunny, California, Granite. Just to be 
nicely combined with the color of your pool.

POOL CONTROLS CHLORINATOR
The latest innovation from Pool Controls 
in Australia is working at an extra low 
salt concentration of 900 ppm. At this 
concentration, the salt is almost impossible 
to recognize by taste, so it is as if you were 
swimming in clean fresh water. Looking at 
it from a perspective, for example, seawater 
has a salt concentration of approx. 30,000 
ppm. Ordinary salt chlorinators work at  
a salt concentration of between 3,000 ppm 
and 6,000 ppm. XLS 900 works efficiently  
at 900 ppm. Do not believe? We will lend  
it to you for testing.

NEW

Our Highlights
for 2019

novinky
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contacts

NEW BUSINESS & SALES:

Miro Ruziak
Owner | Sales Director

M: +421 910 799 292
ruziak@compasspools.eu

AUS/ DE/ SWISS

NEW BUSINESS, 
SALES & MARKETING:

Linda Lackovicova
Sales & Marketing Manager

M: +421 910 904 551

linda@compasspools.eu

BALKAN/ BE & LUX/ CYP/
DEN/ FIN/ FR/ GR/ HR/ HU/ 
INDIA/ IT/ ISR/ NL/ NOR/ PL/ 
RU/ SLO/ SWE/ UK/

NEW BUSINESS & SALES:

Sergej Kuprijanov
Sales Manager

M: +421 910 903 085

kuprijanov@compasspools.eu

CZ/ ESP/ EST/ LAT/ 
MOLD/ MONTE NEGRO/ 
RUS/ SK/ UKR/  

FACTORY:

Compass Europe, s. r. o.
Polna 4 | 903 01 Senec | Slovakia

T: +421 2 4564 82 54

info@compasspools.eu
www.compasspools.eu

Contacts Compass Europe

Compass Europe
is positioned as one of the leading  
international pool producers. 

Looking back at 2018 season shows us several important 
milestones. It was a significant year in which we successfully 
managed to consolidate our strong position on the market 
but also managed to come up with several innovations for 
our product.
We were working with the Australian professionals on the 
development of new surface for our pools, we have brought 
in integrated skimmer for maximum highest water level, 
and we have another new pool in our portfolio which is a 
connection of several integrated parts – the technical room 
and the skimmer. 

The most important moment happened in November, when 
we hosted all our dealers and importers from the whole 
Europe, Israel, Australia and the USA. We hired A-ROSA ship 
and boarded 170 people for the cruise on the river Danube 
full of unforgettable moments. Almost 5 days on the Danube 
with amazing programme and stops in 5 towns. This is how 
we confirmed our tradition of extraordinary conferences which 
are mostly about sharing experience between our dealers from 
different territories. Compass Europe demonstrated its size 
and international extent. But our Compass Family would never 
have been so successful and efficient if it wasn´t composed 
of professionals and experienced sellers with big hearts. 
Thanks to their honest mirror, feedback and, last but not least, 
to their successful representation of the brand Compass, we 
wouldn´t have enough energy for continuous improvement and 
production. 

Would you like to spend amazing moments with us 
and join our dealer network, The Compass Family?

Contact us, we would like to meet you!

Engelhartszell

Vienna

Bratislava

Budapest

Compass Danube Cruise
7.11. - 12.11.2018

compass l i fe
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